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About This Game

1917 - The Alien Invasion is a memorization shooter combined with the fast and frantic action of bullet hell shoot 'em
ups.
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You are in the role of Dr. Brunhild Stahlmüller, an acomplished weapon scientist who upgrades a WW1 triplane with superior
alien technology to attack the invaders. You will avenge mankind and take the battle into the darkness of space until you reach

an ancient alien world.

Features

Fight from Verdun to the heart of the alien world!

Majestic and extravagant pixel art inspired by the golden age of arcades.

Accessible with a fair difficulty curve.

Intense action and highly polished gameplay

8 stages with huge boss encounters.

Bloodshed and gore.
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Psychedelic soundtrack.

Full Xbox controller support.

Digital art book (PDF).

Story

The year is 1917 - war engulfed the earth. Billions were slaughtered at the hands of unprecedented technology in the name of
fanaticism. Yet all previous atrocities were as preambles to an even greater, unforeseeable catastrophe. When on the 15th of

April, a host of aliens descended from war-torn skies and opened fire indiscriminately on soldier and civilian alike, the
foundations of the world were shaken and mankind would face his darkest hour. Against such a terrifying, overwhelming foe,

the scrambling, exhausted nations of Earth had no choice but to put aside their old grudges and fight side by side if they wanted
to avert total extinction – or worse. Still, courage and unity were not enough to match the sheer power of a species so advanced

that the very cosmos proved no obstacle to them.

Meanwhile Dr. Brunhild Stahlmüller, an accomplished scientist, worked tirelessly with her assistant, Harmuth Griesgram, on
developing an experimental airplane codenamed the Red Beezlebub. Based not only on existing aeronautical technology but also
on fragments of alien wrecks from the recent battlefields, this new invention is capable of prolonged atmospheric flight as well
as deep, interstellar travel. Finding no pilots left in any condition – bodily or mentally – to take the pilot seat, the brave doctor

dons the helmet herself and takes the Red Beezlebub on her virgin flight; to the battlefields of Verdun. Her target: the
Chessmaster, the new, self-crowned king of humanity. An usurper and abomination. Fueled by gasoline and hatred, her

Valkyrie's flight will end either in blood-soaked victory or glorious death. Little did she know that he himself is only a piece on
the real player's board, and she is watching Brunhild's every move with greedy, leering eyes…

For more story, watch the German story trailer with english subtitles:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0IlnvwTxuiQ
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Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Andrade Games
Publisher:
OtakuMaker.com
Release Date: 10 Jun, 2016
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English,French,German,Dutch,Simplified Chinese,Romanian
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first half an hour of playing this game and im blown away by the interactivity and just the plain fun of playing it, the location
input from the controller and the headset is fantastic no weird glitches where your hands go flying away like other vr titles that
involve lots of moving.. It has potential just a small playbase.. A great fun-racer a little bit unbalanced with the special abilities,
but very funny with friends on steam or in a group.
i like it, buy the dlcs when its on a steam special sale...

Join the F1 Race Stars Group http://steamcommunity.com/groups/F1_Race_Stars_Online_League
Best Group ever for the Game!

- Nice Members
- Pro Drivers
- Special Events
- Reward Cups

and many more..... felix the cat is a pretty cool dude, but unfortunately the game includes people who are not
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 cats which does tend to drag it down somewhat. 8 meowzers out
of 10. Refunded because:

1. You have to die to progress, over and over...
2. You have to walk down a long stairs and open a stupid door everytime YOU DIE...
3. Walking sideways is clunky
4. Why did I buy this?
. Horrid to play on a laptop but when i got a gaming PC, it was good but i still do not recommend this game because it is just
only one thing to do and the graphics arent like the 2014 one. You cant have helpers, you only do one thing to a plane and it calls
it a day. DO NOT BUY!
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this was really short but vary scary and for 0.99 cents its a hell of a deal! dont belive me check out my video it will tell you alot
more about the game then i ever could. :)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-GJ39Fl0XMA. Expanding The Assassinations.. This is a fun but also a very short game. It
is very generous with the achievements though. I got all 78 achs in 54 minutes. Anyway this game has plenty of potential. It was
fun to play and it worked very well. Level design was good and I even liked the music quite a bit. I do recommend this game but
be aware that it's very very short.. This game is amazing! I just bought it today and spent hours to play it. I think I addictived it.
The game is not easy at all but you can practice a lot such as clicky mouse faster, your ability to dodge, just me you guys with
love this game. Enjoy!. this is the world's \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing worst game! ever! I regret I have wasted my money on
this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 this game and whoever made this
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 game!. Hands down one of the best FPS games ever made. It never gets old.
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